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History of art field trip: discovery the Renaissance

On Wednesday April 18th the primary classrooms visited the
exhibition Art, Culture and Daily Life in Italy Renaissance, thus
completing the educational path the kids began in the School’s
Atelier. It was a unique opportunity for kids to see the
masterpieces of the 16th century and to get insights of the daily
life at that time. The visit was organized by the teachers as an
interactive walk,
provided that kids were divided in different teams and assigned
tasks to spot tiny details and guess funny riddles pertaining to the
art.
Students navigated themselves amongst armor, swords,
canvases, architecture and lavish dresses, challenging and
enriching the knowledge they previously acquired at the school.
Equipped with critical thinking and vivid curiosity, they proved
themselves to be nothing short of small historians capable to
understand and interpreter the magnificent time of the Italian
Renaissance!

Transition: a work-in-progress project

The ‘transition” project starts to unify the curriculum of the two
school’s segments, mainly the kindergarten and the primary, thus
to shape organically and meaningfully the educational path our
children.
The objectives of the project “one school, one path” are:
development and peer-to-peer exchange of skills in autonomy,
knowledge, ability, citizenship, self-evaluation, friendship and
positive vibes amongst all the students in the school.
On this very special occasion, primary students and students attending the last year of the kindergarten were divided into mixedaged groups and assigned in different workshops’ stations and
they worked around the theme of construction! Each station was
envisaged and equipped for children to experiment and interpret
construction of building, streets, monument’s, etc. throughout
different perspectives and languages.
The activity resulted a great success: the atmosphere was all
about cooperation, friendship and fun and the school inherited a
few original and creative pieces of art from the hard work of the
kids.

Soccer Day, second edition!

Inter Academy Soccer Day was held on Saturday May 5th to
celebrate the game of football. The event, organised by the
School, formally honor one year of partnership with Inter Academy
Yihai Beijing.
The project provides a series of extracurricular football courses
for children aged 5-8 with the direct support of Inter Academy
coaches. The aim is to promote teamwork, respect of the rules
and emotional control as per the values of Inter Football Schools,
one of the Nerazzurri youth set-up’s leading schemes.
Right from the outset, the Italian school’s teaching programme
has aimed to developed motor skills and body language among
boys and girls using sport. Thanks to the partnership with Inter
Academy, the young participants have the chance to train with
high quality content which focuses on the individual to help them
develop within their own environment as human beings first and
then as sportsmen and footballers.
Here some pictures of the event...

